SESSION
PRINZ PILS*

SAMPLER #1
GERMAN-STYLE PILS / IBU 37 / ABV 5%

A perfectly harmonious expression of beer’s four main ingredients: malt,
hops, water, and yeast. None overtakes the others, but they’re all ready to
party! - 6

PERIWINKLE BLUE* SAMPLER #4
PUB ALE/ IBU 17/ ABV 5.6%

Not as malty as a blonde ale, not as hoppy as a pale ale, but with plenty
of biscuity sweetness and hints of apricot and orange, this is the beer you
never thought you needed in your life until today. -6

THREE STICKS* SAMPLER#6
PREMIUM CRAFT LAGER/ IBU 20/ ABV 4.9%

With its golden glow and touch of corn-like sweetness, one might easily
mistake this beer for any ol’ American lager, however, lurking underneath is
a hint of refinement that might just make you want to put your pinky up pint
after pint. -6

H-E-DOUBLE HOCKEY STICKS*
HELLES LAGER/ IBU 25 / ABV 5%

Traditional, golden, southern German lager with soft, bready malt notes and
a kiss of floral hops. -6

FANCY TOAST*
SMOKY LAGER/ IBU 25/ ABV 5.3%

Deeply golden in color, this lager is imbued with flavors and aromas of
toasted cereal grains and sweet smoke. Alluring rather than intimidating,
this beer balances an array of malt flavors without losing its quaffability. -6

FLAGSHIP
APOCALYPSE
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%

This West Coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good
it is, but we’d rather you just give it a run for yourself. Apocalypse Now! -6

NATURE CALLS
MOUNTAIN IPA/ IBU 40 / ABV 6.5%

West Coast IPA meets East Coast IPA and somewhere in the middle you get
the Mountain IPA. This has beer has the big juicy hop profile the IPA lover
craves, paired with a restrained bitterness and a refreshingly smooth dry
finish. Amazingly balanced, ultra refined and incredibly quaffable..When
Nature Calls, its hard to resist. -6

SNAKE RUN
DOUBLE IPA / IBU 60/ ABV 8%

Full of twists and turns, every Snake Run has a path of its own and this
recipe is just the same. Hops ripping with nuances of white grapefruit,
mango and passionfruit, then rolling down smooth onto a malt backbone,
this beer is perfectly balanced but with an ABV to look out for. We
recommend wearing a helmet. (Recipe created here in Denver) -6

HAZY TRAIL
HAZY IPA / IBU 50 / ABV 6.2%

Ready for a perfect juicy IPA? Hazy Trail is ready for you too, with a
soft malt profile, low IBU, and a huge tropcial hop profile, it makes for a
refreshing, easy drinking IPA. It wants to travel, see new things, and have
epic adventures with you and your friends. 7

REEL GOOD
KOLSCH / IBU 24 / ABV 5%

Brewed using traditional methods and subtle Champagne-like
fermentation, this Kolsch- style summer ale is clean, crisp, balanced and
almost as light as a dry fly. Fish it Well and Drink Beer Outside!. 7

SOUR
GUAVA CRUSH
AMERICAN SOUR / IBU 9 / ABV 5.3%

We love guava and if you do as well, this beer is for you! We packed
pink guava flavor and aroma into our tart Berliner Weisse base. Like
all our Crush series, this beer is fruit focused and made for the sour beer
lover. #DrinkCrush - 7

WILDCARD
VALHALLA* SAMPLER #3
NORTHWEST RED/ IBU 48 / ABV 6.7%

Ruby red with powerful hop notes of blueberry jam, candied grapefruit, and
wet pine needles, this beer is like an old friend - comforting, reliable, and
always down for a good time. -6

OL’ BETSY*

BARREL-AGED BARLEY WINE / IBU 35/ ABV 10%

After hibernating for 9 months in Oregon chardonnay barrels, our sleeping
beauty has emerged. The deep burgundy hue is an omen of what’s to come:
intense fruit notes of fresh white grapes, honey crisp apple, and raisins
mingle with slight vanilla and allspice notes from the oak. A simultaneously
reminiscent of tawny port and apple cider, Betsy is stately dame worthy of
royalty. -7

INVISIBLE STRINGS*

BARREL-AGED & BLENDED SAISON/ IBU 10 / ABV 5.7%

A combination of three different saisons: 10 month chardonnay barrelaged, the original base, and kettle soured saison, this beer retains subtle
notes of oak and fruit along with a pleasant dash of acidity that brightens
up the complex flavors, while aslo cleansing the palate. -7

MINT CONDITION*

SAMPLER #9
SAISON W/ BUDDHA’S HAND AND MINT/ IBU 5 / ABV 4.9

A hopeful harbinger of spring, this light and tart farmhouse ale is infused
with fresh Buddha’s Hand (a southeast Asian citrus fruit), lending it a bright
and zesty lemon character, while fresh mint provides a crisp and refreshing
finish. -7

HIDDEN TREASURE*

SAMPLER#5
CHERRYWOOD-AGED SAISON/ IBU 7/ ABV 4.9%

Alluring flavors and aromas of sour cherries and toasted oak create the
liquid illusion of eating fresh waffles with warm cherry compote in this
decidedly funky and unique saison. -5

THE HERRMANNATOR*

SAMPLER #2

MAIBOCK/ IBU 25/ ABV 7%

Although its radiant, amber beauty belies its strength, this traditional
German spring lager delivers big malt flavors of fresh country bread and
honeysuckle. -6

HOPS

AREA CODES*

PALE ALE/ IBU 30 / ABV 5.6%

Effusive flavors and aromas of fresh nectarines and peach candy
rings meld with a smooth malt backbone to create an exceedingly
tropical pale ale. -6

SEVEN/QUARTERS*

SAMPLER#7
EXTRA PALE ALE/ IBU 30 / ABV 6.3%

Featuring new school hops from the Pacific Northwest, this juicy pale throws
huge flavors and aromas of white grape, dank resin, and sweet red berries
neatly wrapped up in a soft malt backbone. -6

SIMCOE CITY*SAMPLER #8

AMERICAN PALE ALE/ IBU 25 / ABV 5.7%

Denver might be known as the “Queen City of the Plains,” but that nickname
doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue. Instead, this beer is our official petition
to rename our metropolis “Simcoe City”! Bright, crisp hop notes of Meyer
lemon, white grapefruit, and sauvignon blanc grapes create a balanced,
extremely crushable pale ale to please just about any palate. -6

SNAKE JOOSE*

IPA W/ MAIZE / IBU 52 / ABV 7.8%

No beer defines the spirit of 10 Barrel Denver quite like this magical elixir.
Intense hop notes of white grapefruit, mango and passionfruit nestle on a
soft malt backbone, slowly but surely sneaking up on you like a snake in the
grass. - 6

DARK
SWEET THANG* (NITRO & CO2)

SAMPLER #10

Rich malt notes of toasted bread, toffee, and a hint of chocolate create a
sumptuous brown ale that warms the heart and soul. -6

THE OTHER OPTIONS

BEYOND BEER OPTIONS- $6

BON & VIV HARD SELTZER- GRAPEFRUIT
BON & VIV HARD SELTZER- MANGO

10 SERIES SAMPLER
10 beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all staff picks of what we drink
after work. A variety of beers brewed on-site and at our other pubs.
Reference the Sampler #’s on the inside of the menu to the #’s on tray.- 14

5 SERIES SAMPLER (SUNDAY-FRIDAY)
Your chance to try any 5 beers that pique your interest. Choose wisely!
Ask our staff for help - 9 (Sorry - NOT available on Saturdays.)

INTERESTED IN HOSTING AN EVENT?
Please visit www.10barrel.com/banquet-rooms for inquiries and availability-

CHARITY OF THE MONTH

Our local charity partner is Big City Mountaineers
10 Barrel - Denver is proud to partner with local charities every month!

BEER
LIST
		Wifi Password: 10Barrel!
FOLLOW THE DENVER PUB IG @10BARRELDENVER

LOCAL MONDAYS! $3 OFFPINTS ALL DAY!
BEER TO GO

PACKS:

JOE IPA - 10
Cucumber Crush- 13
Crush Mix Pack- 22
Raspberry Crush -13
Apoc IPA - 10
Profuse Juice- 10
Pub Beer- 18

CROWLERS!

Take home a “Master
Cylinder” of anything
on tap!
32oz - 9/ 11
3pk crowlers - 24

FANCY BEERS:

Vino De Grano - 12
Femme De La Rouge-14
Rose Bois- 14
Sir Bois -14
Old Stoney- 14
Choclate Box-14

BEER OF THE MONTH:
$5 HIDDEN TREASURE $ 5
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